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Susie E. Timmons Collection  
 
Collection Number    MS 265 
  
Title      The Susie E. Timmons Collection 
 
Repository  Pittsburg State University, Special Collections & 
 University Archives, Pittsburg, Kansas 
 1701 S. Broadway 
 Pittsburg, Kansas 66762 
 (620) 235-4883 
 speccoll@pittstate.edu 
 
Dates     1936-1998 
 




Scope and Content    A collection of correspondence and writings belonging to 
Susie Timmons. 
    
Access Restrictions    This collection is open for access. Researchers must use the 
collection in accordance with the policies of the Special 
Collections & University Archives, Leonard H. Axe 
Library, Pittsburg State University 
 
Languages     English 
 
Biographical Note   Susie England Timmons was born on December 9, 1918 in 
Cassville, Missouri, the daughter of George and Minerva England. She graduated from Gaddis 
High School in 1938 and from Southwest Missouri State University in 1950. In 1949 she married 
James H. Timmons, who would teach in the Education Department at Pittsburg State University 
starting in 1959. As a teacher, Susie Timmons taught elementary school in Barry County, 
Missouri and Des Moines, Iowa, prior to moving to Pittsburg, Kansas. Susie was also a writer, 
publishing two volumes of poetry and writing for Autumn Lifestyles Newspaper. Susie passed 
away in 2004. 
  
















Detailed Description of the Collection 
 
Series 1: Correspondence 
 
F. 1 Correspondence to Timmons from friends about her publication of Ellipses and everyday 
life, 1990-1995 
 
F. 2 Correspondence about the Republican Senatorial Inner Circle and Timmons’ writings, 1991-
1997 
 
F. 3 “Something of Beauty Saved” from Ellipses; Correspondence from Dick Pratt, 1936-8; Note 
by Susie Timmons on collection material, 1998; Photos of Dick Pratt and the Hood River, 1937, 
1939, 1967 
 
Series 2: Writings 
 
Rough draft of “Crazy Snake” 
 
Rough draft of “Cow Paths Eternal (Crazy Snakes),” 23 pages 
 
Unnamed story, 127 pages (2 copies) 
 
Series 3: Item 
 
Cassette Tape 
